Graham's 30 Year Old Tawny
£75.00
Vintage:
Bottle Size:

75cl

Alcohol %:

20%

Country:

Portugal

Description:

Graham's 30 Years Old is made from wines of the very highest quality
which, following careful selection, are matured in seasoned oak casks of
534 litres until their peak of maturity is reached. These are among the
most demanding and challenging styles of Port to produce requiring
great skill and years of experience from the winemaker and blender. It
is essential to strike the correct balance between the delicacy and
elegance which results from prolonged cask ageing while retaining the
fruit quality which lends this old Tawny its structure and longevity.
Light, orange-tinted amber colour, magnificent perfumed nose with
great class showing an array of dried fruits. Outstanding mature
concentrated palate with full honeyed fruit, gorgeously mellowed.
Simply delicious with an aftertaste that lasts and lasts. An excellent
alternative to Vintage Port at less formal occasions. Will keep for some
weeks after opening.

Cepages:
Group:
Sub group:

Port

Colour:

Tawny

Closure:

Cork

Producer:
Website:

www.grahams-port.com

Organic/Bio Status:
Food / cocktail match:
Food / cocktail recipe:
Press
Awards

GOLD MEDAL, IWC 2011.

GOLD MEDAL, IWC 2011.
Other Info:

Graham's was founded in 1820 and through the 19th century went from
strength to strength, attaining an unparalleled standing as a producer of
fine Vintage Ports. In 1890 Grahams became one of the first Port
companies to invest in Upper Douro vineyards with the acquisition of
the famous property; Quinta dos Malvedos. Using the extensive
knowledge of the Douro Valley gained over the previous seventy years,
the Grahams chose an ideal place to plant a vineyard; an excellent southfacing aspect, fine soil composition, good gradients that facilitate
drainage and a perfectly sited ridge on which they built one of the finest
of all the Douros great estate houses. Since then Malvedos has been
recognized as one of the Douro Valleys finest river Quintas, and the
quality of the wines from the vineyard continues to be fundamental to
Grahams reputation as a leading producer of quite exceptional Vintage
Port.

